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It is important to understand the characteristics of the contaminated soils to develop a strategy for
remediating a contaminated site. Factors such as the vertical distribution of contaminants, the
presence of a cap, and the depth of the contaminated material may all influence the proposed

remedial action that will be performed. Key considerations include the type of fuel involved, whether
any contaminants have migrated to soil or groundwater, the depth of contaminated soils, and the

likelihood of emissions from the facility once it is closed. After a contaminant source is identified, the
contaminant characteristics must be determined. These characteristics include the mobility,
bioavailability, toxicity, and persistence of the contaminant. In most cases, the contaminant

characteristics of an LUST will include a mixture of these factors. Data is critical for evaluating any
potential site for contamination. This is especially true for contaminant sites that may potentially

contain hazardous substances such as petroleum hydrocarbons, chlorinated solvents, pesticides, and
PCBs. Analytical testing is usually the first step in developing a plan for investigating the site. The

goal of the initial investigation is to understand the nature of the contamination, its extent, and the
risks to the public. The investigation includes the identification of the likely source and system of

flow; the testing of the materials at the site, which includes soil, sediment, or groundwater samples;
and, the assessment of the movement and possible toxicity of the contaminants in soil or

groundwater. The analysis of the data obtained from the preliminary investigation provides an
understanding of the site, and develops a conceptual site model (CSM) which is used to develop a

project implementation plan (PIP). The purpose of the PIP is to provide for both short-term and long-
term implementation of the clean-up strategy selected.
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will involve the use of
monitoring wells and long-

term data collection from the
well bores to collect and

measure the conditions at the
contaminated site. this data
may be used to extrapolate

the conditions to the
surrounding area. the data

produced from the monitoring
may be visualized in such
forms as pie diagrams, bar

graphs, and spatially
referenced maps to show

where conditions are more
favorable to remediation or
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where a remedial action plan
would be best, based on the

highest concentrations of
contamination. it is not
uncommon for remedial

action to begin before a full
understanding of the system

has been established.
monitoring wells are

sometimes the only available
data, and sometimes a small

number of wells are
sufficient. just as it would be

expected in an effective
remedial action, monitoring
should be done before an
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action is decided upon, and
these wells should be

selected based on
understanding the ground
conditions and the spatial

distribution of the
contaminants, and should be

monitored and sampled
continuously to monitor the

effect of remediation actions.
despite the increasing

number of regulated waste
facilities, regulation still

creates problems in that site
owners and operators must
comply with the rules and
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regulations while trying to
minimize operational

expenses and take full
advantage of potentially

available tax credits. as the
potential sites for

underground storage tanks
are identified, a limited

amount of site investigation is
typically performed. prior to
conducting in-place sampling

of soil or groundwater,
investigators conduct a

limited and shallow on-site
assessment to confirm the

existence of a lust or a leak,
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to assess the site, and to
determine if the site has a
potential to release vocs.
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